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Details of Visit:

Author: Vintageman
Location 2: Kensington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 6th August 2002 1.00 pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hour +
Amount Paid: 250
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.finedate.co.uk

The Premises:

Very nice basement flat in pristine condition, even the steps down from road level were
swept.Upmarket safe area.

The Lady:

Marin is of medium height and a light complexioned Chinese lady with masses of thick black hair
and what is best described as a glamour model figure. Her web pictures are good and the reality is
better.  

The Story:

This was my first experience of Finedate and I have to say I found them very professional.Having
been guided in to the correct location I was welcomed in by this vision of Oriental lusciousness. A
drink friendly chat and shower and we were into the elegant bedroom with some mood music in the
background.

The next hour or so was pretty frantic. We started with some skilled oral then sex in a couple of
positions finishing doggy style. A bit of rest and a proper massage later and we were off again,
more oral, and Marin on top riding for England (or China). A post coital cuddle which somehow
turned into a vigourous hand relief session and that was your corresspondant out for the count!

As a "mature" punter to find a girl that can bring me off three times in a session is quite something.
Yes Marin is a bit expensive but guys you get what you pay for and this is a special lady. I suspect
that Marin actually gets better as you get to know her - and there's only one way to find out!  
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